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Dedukti is a formal proof checker based on a logical framework called the \( \lambda \Pi \)-calculus modulo, which is an extension of the simply-typed lambda-calculus with dependent types (e.g. matrices) and an equivalence relation on types generated by user-defined rewrite rules. Proofs generated by some automated theorem provers (e.g. Zenon, iProver) or proof assistants (e.g. HOL, Coq, Matita) can be checked in Dedukti by encoding function definitions and axioms by rewrite rules [2].

But, currently, no proof assistant fully uses all the features of Dedukti, which allows arbitrary user-defined rewrite rules (e.g. \((x + y) + z \rightarrow x + (y + z)\), where + is itself defined by other rules). Such rules are indeed necessary if one wants to ease the use of dependent types and, for instance, be able to define types for representing simplicial sets of arbitrary dimensions, \( \infty \)-categories or models of Voevodsky’s homotopy type theory.

The goal of this internship is to develop a set of basic tactics for trying to solve Dedukti subgoals automatically, or help develop Dedukti proofs interactively. Of greatest interest in practice would be:

• a tactic for trying to solve any subgoal by calling an external SAT solver or automated theorem provers for first-order logic. This requires to convert Dedukti subgoals into TPTP problems, the \textit{de facto} standard for first-order logic problems, by abstracting away non first-order terms.

• a tactic for trying to solve arithmetic subgoals by calling any external decision procedure for (Presburger) arithmetic.

• a tactic implementing subgoal rewriting like the \texttt{rewrite} tactic of Coq [5] or Ssreflect [4].

Depending on his/her skills and preferences, many followings are possible. The candidate could for instance extend the first tactic to SMT solvers and first-order logic with equality by taking into account equational axioms. Another one is to define a general tactic language following works like Isar [7], Tinytacs [3, 1], Ssreflect [4], MTac [8] or the new implementation of LTac in Coq [6].

Expected abilities: basic knowledge of logic.
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